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When I was asked to be on this panel, I thought about what would be important to
emphasize for anyone interested in starting a literary organization or a magazine.
I thought I’d begin by talking about myself and how I founded the Poetry Center. In
1977, I was an adjunct professor at three different schools teaching an average of five
classes a semester. One of my adjunct jobs was at Passaic County Community College
where another adjunct started a magazine called FOOTWORK; he asked me to be
assistant editor of the magazine. By 1978, however, this young man was no longer
working at Passaic County Community College and I took over as editor of the
magazine. In those first years of the magazine’s life, we often spent hours doing layout
by hand and collating and stapling the magazine. At this point, we had several people at
the college working to help collate and lay out the journal. In these early years, I asked
friends of mine who were poets to read for me in a reading series I started in
conjunction with the magazine and then we organized a poetry contest. In 1980, I
applied for and received a grant of $2,500. from the New Jersey State Council on the
Arts/Department of State which allowed me to pay some readers, fund the journal, give
prizes for the contest and publish a small anthology of winning poems. It is also in 1980
that I officially called it the Poetry Center.

I admit that when I first started the Center, people told me I was insane because
Paterson is an economically-depressed city, one that people from the suburbs regarded
as dangerous. This was particularly true after the mass white flight that took place in the
1950’s and 1960’s.  I had to do some rapid talking to convince people I knew to come to
the readings and to participate in our programs. Once they actually arrived in Paterson,
they were reassured and were willing to return for programs. It was getting them there
the first time that was difficult.

For me, despite the discouraging remarks, I decided that they were telling the wrong
person it couldn’t be done, and that would be my first piece of advice for anyone
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thinking of starting a program—never give up. Tenacity is the number one quality for
success in starting an organization. Now we have members and donors from across the
country and have received grants from the NEA, the NJSCA, the Geraldine Dodge
Foundation.

Since 1980, I gradually changed the name of the journal from FOOTWORK to the
Paterson Literary Review and have upgraded the quality so it is now a 340 page annual
with a four color cover and perfect bound. The journal has had work chosen for a
Pushcart Prize and for Best in American Poetry. Also PLR was chosen by the Library
Journal as one of the ten best literary magazines in the country and was given Public
Radio’s Poet and the Poem Award for Excellence in Print. In addition, our small
program has grown to include the Distinguished Poets Series that has featured writers
such as Philip Levine, Denise Levertov, Allen Ginsberg, Mark Doty, CK Williams,
Quincy Troup, Maxine Kumin, Stanley Kunitz, and Diane di Prima; the Allen Ginsberg
Awards contest; the Paterson Prize for a Book Of Poetry; The Paterson Prize for a Book
Of Fiction; the Paterson Prize for Books for Young People; the New Jersey Poetry
Calendar; the New Jersey Poetry Resource Book; Poetry Workshops; a poetry library; a
Theater and Poetry Project with the Paterson Public Schools. We also have run
numerous conferences including Paterson, the Poem and the City: William Carlos
Williams and the Poetry of Urban Experience and the Unsettling America Conference
on the occasion of the publication of Unsettling America: An Anthology of Contemporary
Multicultural Literature. For this conference we had participants form 26 states and 62
writers from across the country as well as 54 scholars.

All our other programs are based on my idea that poetry has an audience if it is clear
and direct and if it tells a story. It also is based on the idea of expanding the literary
canon to include work by writers of color and of ethnic groups who continue to be
discriminated against. I also included work by working-class writers. In starting a series
and building an audience for the programs sponsored by the poetry center, I felt it was
important to decide on the kind of poets and poetry I was going to feature and to stick to
that so that my audience would know what to expect and would be drawn back to
programs repeatedly. And that is just what has happened. In emphazing poetry for
people, I have built an audience for our readings from New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania and Connecticut. The conferences draw from even farther afield. Of
course all our contests and awards receive entries from across the country and even
internationally.

To reiterate, I think it’s important for an organization to know its audience and to reach
out to that audience so that they trust you. I’ve done the same thing with my magazine
so that it has a very distinct character. Since 2001, when I became a professor of poetry
at Binghamton University and Director of the Creative Writing Program, I have tried to
follow my own model in building up increased national visibility for the program. This
year we formed the Binghamton Center for Writers to have an umbrella organization for
all our programs including the Readers Series, Workshops for the Public, The Writing
Life Series, The Binghamton University Milt Kessler Book Award, the Binghamton
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University John Gardner Fiction Book Award, Harpur Palate(journal), the Milton Kessler
Poetry Contest, the John Gardner Fiction Contest, and the Writing By Degrees
Conference, the only national conference organized by Graduate Students for Graduate
Students.

In short, find out what you want to do and never give up.


